ABSTRACT

In this paper we describe I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room, a real-time structured group improvisation system inspired by Alvin Lucier’s “I Am Sitting in a Room,” and the general process of degrading sound by repeatedly passing it through an acoustic medium. But there is a twist. Unlike “I Am Sitting in a Room,” which unfolds as a gradual process with no further interaction once the process has begun, I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room gives the improvisers the ability to intervene and interact with the process of degradation in real time. An audio clip is repeatedly encoded and decoded through two parallel instances of a bespoke variational autoencoder (VAE) model. On top of this process, the performers manipulates the model’s latent embeddings in real-time, exploring the latent space (or “room”) of the model over the course of the performance. Two performances with the composer and live-coding duo RGGTRN are presented. This work explores human-in-the-loop AI systems through group improvisation, interactive AI performance, and creating datasets as a part of the compositional process.
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CCS Concepts

• Applied computing → Sound and music computing;
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning;
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools;

1. INTRODUCTION

The intertwining of looping, feedback, and musical process have had a profound impact on western art music from the 20th century to the present. Steve Reich describes “pieces of music that are, literally, processes,” where the processes happen slowly and gradually so that “listening to it resembles watching a minute hand on a watch—you can perceive it moving after you stay with it a little while.” [20] Allowing one to sit with an iterative process and observe the subtle changes over time.

Alvin Lucier’s “I Am Sitting in a Room” is a landmark work of process music, taking a recording of the composer’s narration of a text, playing the recording back inside of a room, and then rerecording the audio with the acoustics of that space. This re-recording process produces a slow-moving feedback loop that warps and degrades the recorded text in small ways, compounding on each other with each iteration.

While Reich’s manifesto (and Lucier’s work) present this gradual process as a fully autonomous system that, once it begins, continues without human intervention, this paper introduces I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room, a group improvisation system that takes this autonomous, gradual process and sticks an interactive system in the middle of it all. Existing in the context of, and at odds with, the purity of the process unfolding, while still channeling the core perceptive consideration of music that changes gradually so that one fixates on the subtle changes.

2. BACKGROUND

I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room is a real-time structured group improvisation system that explores feedback, improvisation systems, and generative machine learning for audio synthesis.

2.1 Deep Learning for Audio Synthesis

Advancements in audio synthesis using deep-learning models have been numerous[11][9][27]. More recently these advancements have come from generative models[1], with architectures such as diffusion models[24], generative adversarial networks (GANs)[12], and variational autoencoders (VAEs)[14]. Particularly advances in both computing speed and architectural improvements of models have resulted in models capable of generating audio faster than real-time[3][4]. As these techniques make their way into real-time system, they have seen adoption in NIMEs[25][5][19].

2.2 Latent Space in NIMEs

Many generative audio models encode high-dimensional data into a lower-dimension latent embedding. Points in this latent space can then be decoded by another model into the output format. Because it is possible to manipulate these latent values after an input audio has been encoded, these latent embeddings provide a rich intermediary between audio and features that have been explored in the NIME literature[23][22][13]. One salient aspect of latent embeddings is that they are learned automatically by the neural network, and their learned features do not necessarily correspond with prevailing cultural taxonomy of sounds. Efforts
have been made to improve controllability of these models [18, 21], but this paper seeks to explore this generally non-intuitive representation of sound as a rich means of control and interaction.

2.3 Interactive AI

A great deal of recent work around AI art and media involves the “Big Red Button” approach to its creation: the AI system receives some high-level human input and presents a finished work. However, interactive AI can be framed as systems integrating “human[s]-in-the-loop” [28], where the AI generates some intermediary result for one or more humans to interact with and curate, and then feed back into the AI system [2].

Examples of Interactive AI include Wekinator-enabled machine learning systems that enable iterative creation and real-time control of models, enabling “human-computer control and computer-human feedback” [10]. This approach of interactive, human-centric approaches to machine learning has been explored in NIME literature [16, 20, 8].

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The system is built around a single 25-second loop (see Section 4), and the process of continuously encoding and decoding that loop through the autoencoder to degrade the sound. Figure 1 shows the flow of the audio signals, being encoded into latent embeddings, being modified via an OSC API, and being decoded back into audio. It is composed of three components: two independent degrading loops running simultaneously, and a buffer looping the original audio that seeds the degrading loop systems.

Each degrading loop has two parts; the feedback loop and the performer interventions. In the feedback loop, the original audio is initially stored in a buffer. In real-time, the buffer is encoded and decoded, and the decoded audio is written back into the buffer. This is done continuously over the course of the performance. Since the loop is a part of the model’s training set, the reconstructed audio is fairly close to the original. However, the reconstruction process is imperfect, and the resulting output ends up slightly different than the input. As this feedback loop continues, the sound slowly drifts from the original, slowly losing detail, warping, and eventually smoothing out until it reaches a steady state of continuously alternating between an A-flat and B-flat, a shadow of the original musical sequence (see Figure 2).

The encoded latent values are forked to a secondary signal chain, from here the performer interventions manipulate the latent values before they are decoded back into audio and played through the DAC.

3.1 The Model

The model used in I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room is a Realtime Audio Variational autoEncoder (RAVE) model [3]. A VAE consists of an encoder and decoder model, trained on 63 minutes of audio with an RTX 3090 over a period of two days. The RAVE model encodes an input audio buffer of 2048 samples into a compressed, lower-dimensional (128-dimensional) latent space. The decoder takes a value in latent space and decodes it back into a 2048 sample output buffer. RAVE further reduces the dimensionality of the latent space via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). For this model, audio is encoded into a 16-dimensional latent vector.

Most VAEs (including RAVE) use unsupervised learning - they are trained on unlabelled data. The training process consists of using the encoder-decoder structure to try and reconstruct the training data. The model attempts to minimize the difference between the input data and its output.

A key property of the latent space of VAEs is that a well-formed latent space is locally smooth: points in latent space that are close to each other (i.e. have a short distance) generally are decoded into outputs that are similar. In the case of audio, this means that close points in latent space should sound similar to one another, while further apart points will sound different.

3.2 Performer Interventions

There are three types of interactions: addition, multiplication, and muting. Because the latent embeddings are vectors of floats, they can be treated as arbitrary numbers that can be manipulated with standard arithmetical operations. The interface for the system allows for these operations to be performed, and is transmitted from the player’s client to the audio rendering server via OSC [20].

For addition, the performers individually address any of the latent vector’s 16 dimensions and add a number to it. This results in a shift in the quality of the sound, changing the pitch/timbre/etc. of the audio. Different dimensions affect different aspects of the sound. Because the latent space was learned automatically as part of the training pro-
cess, these dimensions are not guaranteed to correlate with typical means of categorizing sounds (i.e. there is no dedicated pitch dimension), but because of the dimensionality-reduction performed on the latent space the lower-indexed dimensions encode the highest amount of variance and altering those dimensions will have a more dramatic effect than altering the higher indexed dimensions.

With multiplication, the entire latent vector is multiplied by a scalar value. This serves as a sort of exaggeration/diminution slider. If the scalar is <1, the sound both gets quieter and smooths out - there are fewer differences in the moment-to-moment sound. If the scalar is >1, the features of the audio get exaggerated, sometimes reaching a point in latent space the model does not have a clear embedding for, causing the audio to glitch or cut out.

Muting is effectively multiplication with a scalar of 0. Rather than setting the gain of the audio to 0, the vector becomes all 0s, outputting the sound the model has trained at that point in latent space.

Once the loop’s latent values have been manipulated by the performers, the resulting latent values are then decoded and outputted to the DAC. The two degrading loopers are panned, and the looping buffer of the original recording in the center of the mix. The levels of all three components can be adjusted during performance. Since RAVE’s encoder and decoder are not fully deterministic, in addition to the performers manipulating the two degrading loopers in different ways, the feedback loop process will degrade in slightly different ways.

3.3 Software
I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room consists of a core audio rendering server, and three clients sending commands to the server via OSC. The server was written in ChucK\cite{29}, with inference of the RAVE models running via a UGen made with the ChuGin API\cite{21}. This UGen is part of the ChAI (ChucK for AI) framework\cite{15}. Each client corresponded to one player. Two of the clients were implemented in SuperCollider\cite{17} and one in ChucK.

4. PHILOSOPHICAL UNDERPINNINGS

4.1 Artful Datasets
Machine learning models are intractably linked to the dataset it is trained on. Its qualities, results, and biases are all intimately tied to the data and how it interacts with the model’s architecture during training. Because of this, in creating this system, we sought to make the building of the model’s dataset an essential aspect of the creative process: the initial conceptions of the work informed the goals and choices made with what to include in the dataset, and in turn the resultant model informs the realization of the system in practice and performance. This channels Perry Cook’s fifth principle of designing computer music controllers: “make a piece, not an instrument”\cite{6}.

The dataset consists of 63 minutes of audio divided into three categories: variations of the 2 second main loop, field recordings of a train descending from Mount Koya on a stormy day in Wakayama Prefecture, Japan, and field recordings of Japanese cicadas.

The main loop of the work (Figure 2) is structured to be listened to repeatedly: slow motion, gentle voice leading, and with a two beat extension to the twelve bar phrase to lead into the next repetition. Timbrally, the loop consists of layered pads and cackling noises from a wavetable synthesizer. These were then pitch-shifted to augment the sounds with different pitches of drones.

The first is a set of field recordings of a train descending from Mount Koya on a stormy day in Wakayama Prefecture, Japan. These recordings feature a prominently pitched drone from the train rubbing against the sloped tracks. The second is a set of field recordings of Japanese cicadas. With the main loop serving to fulfill the primary gesture of the derogatory feedback loop, the two additional categories of data, the train and cicada recordings, provide a more diverse range of sounds for the performers to explore. However, balance between amount of looping variations and auxiliary sounds in the dataset are needed - one attempt at training the model with significantly more auxiliary sounds from more diverse sound sources, but the same amount of looping sounds, yielded a main loop with noticeably less fidelity.

4.2 Aesthetic Description of the Work
The main loop of the work (Figure 2) is structured to be listened to repeatedly: slow motion, gentle voice leading, and with a two beat extension to the twelve bar phrase to lead into the next repetition. Timbrally, the loop consists of layered pads and cackling noises from a wavetable synthesizer. The result is the loop is both prominently pitched, but with enough noise to bridge between the timbral qualities of the loop and the noisier field recordings of trains and cicadas.

Because of the smoothness of the latent space in the RAVE model, both continuous motion and great timbral jumps are possible and navigating this gradient provides a key gestural space for the improvisation. One performer used a 16-knob midi controller mapped to the addition function of each individual dimension of the latent space, providing smooth motions. The two performers using SuperCollider utilized a mix of LFOs along both addition and multiplication, as well as randomized step sequencer - every step in the sequencer sent a random value to the first two dimensions of both models (i.e. the two highest variance dimensions). The magnitude of these random values is increased and decreased over the course of a performance. The effect of all of this is to move in and out of similarity to the reconstructed loop.

All of this provides a chance for play in a chaotic system: three people controlling 16-dimensions, that interact smoothly, but unintuitively and nonlinearly on top of a constantly shifting base. Unexpected events happen, with no one is ever totally in control, leaving plenty of space for happy accidents. But, because the model is relatively cohesive, and is centered around a singular idea a sense of
cohesion is maintained.

Another source of happy accidents is glitches in the system itself. Quirks in the code caused a number of compelling moments over the two performances, particularly at the end of the performance. In one performance the sound completely stopped from both models, resulting in a sudden and striking conclusion. In another performance the loop completely cut out, only to return mid-phrase. Both of these unexpected results from the system resulted in delightful subversions of the form established by the rest of the piece.

4.3 Humans in the Loop

4.3.1 Model Building

In contrast to many mainstream AI systems that are “Big Red Button (BRB) system[s],” I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room adopts an approach to AI as a medium of performance, instrument construction, and through multiple levels of human-in-the-loop approaches to interactive design. As discussed in Section 4.1, the construction of the datasets and the process of training the model form one level of the human-in-the-loop systems. Multiple variations of the dataset were created to test different versions of the model used in the system. Specifically, more field recordings were collected from fellow performers to provide different avenues to deviate from the base degradation process.

As well, the conception of the work and the sculpting of the created sounds and the curation of the field recordings come from a tacit knowledge of the RAVE architecture developed through the process of creating models from a variety of different types of sounds and working with them over the course of several projects and pieces. This back-and-forth of model building and hyperparameter tuning combined with critical listening of the outputed sounds (as opposed to relying on benchmarks or validation loss). While this iterative process is standard part of working with ML, the small amount of the needed data and the ability to train on a single consumer-level GPU over the course of 12 hours - 3 days when training a RAVE model mean that model building can happen at the scale of an individual working on a single project (this model was trained as part of a two-week residency). This is in contrast to LLMs and diffusion models which can require hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars of compute time on vast internet-scale amounts of data.

4.3.2 ...in the (Feedback) Loop

While the process part of the system is driven by the AI itself, the performers choose when, and how, to intervene. While the process is set, it ultimately provides a foundation, and a creative constraint, from which the piece and its form emerge from.

More poetically, humans are literally in the AI’s loop: a VAE is trained by trying to reconstruct the audio of a dataset – i.e. minimize the loss of the output of the encoding-decoding procedure. This continuous attempt to loop back to the original sound is directly intercepted by the performers, through their manipulation of latent space.

4.3.3 Simplicity of Interaction

The system’s modes of interaction with the latent space are simple and direct: addition, multiplication, and muting (which is just multiplying by 0). This channels Cook’s sixth principle of designing computer music controllers: “in-
6. CONCLUSION
There is an irony in the design of “I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room” and it has to do with its insistence for human interaction. Lucier’s “I Am Sitting in a Room”, once started, is “fully automatic”, it fits the definition of Reich’s “music as a gradual process” [20]. In this sense, Lucier’s original resembles a “Big Red Button”; while the sound loops and degrades, human interaction is not in the loop. This setup is an essential aspect of the piece as it allows the room acoustics to reveal itself, its resonances eventually even dominating the overall sound. Lucier’s piece, of course, employed no AI. On the other hand, “I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room” swaps the “room” for a “latent space (room)”. This piece is made with AI at a time where much AI research is racing ahead for more Big Red Buttons, with perhaps no real regard for how much automation is what we’d want in the first place. AI development largely seems to embody the ethos of “move fast; break things”, far outpacing the awareness to slow down and critically think about things. Yet, I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room insists on human interaction, even when its role is not quite needed (no one asked for this!). So, what we have is a situation where Lucier’s original is a Big Red Button but involves no AI whatsoever, and I Am Sitting in a (Latent) Room is full of AI but explores moving away from Big Red Buttons, trendy as they may be. Not sure what all this quite means, but this is where we are. The experiment continues.
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